Syllogism Questions

Directions (1–50): Read the conclusions and then decide which of the given conclusions logically follows from the given statements, disregarding commonly known facts.

Give answer:
(a) If only conclusion I follows
(b) If only conclusion II follows
(c) If either conclusion I or II follows
(d) If neither conclusion I nor II follows
(e) If both conclusion I and II follow

1) Statements: 
Only Yellow are red.
Few Yellow are Pink.
All pink are green.

Conclusions: 
I. Some Green are Yellow.
II. All Pink can never be red.

2) Statements: 
Only a few Dancers are Actors.
All Singers are Dancers.
Some actors are Dramatist.

Conclusions: 
I. All Singers are Actor is Possibility.
II. Some dramatist are Dancers.

3) Statements: 
Only A are B.
Some A are C.
Some C are F.
All F are E.

Conclusions: 
I. All A are E is a possibility.
II. Some E are C.

4) Statements: 
Only a few Rat is Cat.
Some rat are Ant.
All Cat are Mat.

Conclusions: 
I. All Cat are Rat.
II. All Mat can be Rat.

5) Statements: 
Only a few Milk are Coffee.
All Milk are Tea.
Some Coffee are Pure.

Conclusions: 
I. Some Pure is Milk.
II. No Pure is Milk.

6) Statements: 
Only Students are Teachers.
No students are lectures.
All Lectures are Colleges.

Conclusions: 
Some Colleges are Students is a possibility.
All Students can be College.

7) Statements: 
Only a few book are pencils.
No pencil is Pen.
All pencil are Eraser.

Conclusions: 
I. All Book are Pencil is a Possibility.
II. All pencil are Book is a Possibility.

8) Statements: 
Only Banana are Apple.
Only a few Banana are Orange.
Some orange are Grapes.
All Grapes are Pineapple.

Conclusions: 
I. All bananas can never be Grapes.
II. All Apple can never be Pineapple.

9) Statements: 

Only a few Google are Yahoo.
No Google is Gmail.
No Yahoo is Email.

**Conclusions:**
I. No Gmail is Yahoo.
II. No Email is Google.

10) **Statements:**
Only crow are Duck.
Some Crow are Sparrow.
No Sparrow is Parrot.
Some Parrot are Eagle.

**Conclusions:**
I. All Sparrow can never be Duck.
II. Some Eagle are Sparrow is a possibility.

11) **Statements:**
Only a few Tamil are English.
All Hindi are English.
Some English are Marathi.
No Tamil is Marathi.

**Conclusions:**
I. Some Hindi can be Tamil.
II. Some Marathi can be Hindi.

12) **Statements:**
All Moto are Samsung.
No Moto is Redmi.
Some Redmi are Tata.
All Tata are Mobiles.

**Conclusions:**
I. Some Redmi are Mobiles.
II. Some Moto are Tata is a possibility.

13) **Statements:**
Only a few Cup are Plates.
Some Plates are Bottles.
No bottle is Jug.
All Jugs are Water.

**Conclusions:**
I. Few Bottles are Cup.
II. Some Bottles are Water.

14) **Statements:**
Only a few Men are Women.
Some Women are Child.
All Child are Adult.

**Conclusions:**
I. Some Child can never be Men.
II. All Adult are Women is a Possibility.

15) **Statements:**
Only a few Physics are Chemistry.
All Science are Physics.
No Science are Chemistry.
Some Chemistry are Biology.

**Conclusions:**
I. Some Biology are Physics is a Possibility.
II. All Biology are Science is a Possibility.

16) **Statements:**
All Bike are Motor.
Some Bike are Cycle.
No Cycle is Car.
Some Car are Bus.

**Conclusions:**
I. Some Car are not Bike.
II. No Bus is Motor.

17) **Statements:**
Only a few Exams are Papers.
No Paper are Students.
Some Students are Lecture.
No Lecture is College.

**Conclusions:**
I. Some Students are Exams is a Possibility.
II. No College is Papers.
18) Statements:
Only Diamond are Gold.
No Diamond is Platinum.
Some Platinum are Ring.
Some Ring are Silver.

Conclusions:
I. All Silver are Platinum is a Possibility.
II. No Ring is Diamond.

19) Statements:
Only a few C are D.
Only a few D are E.
Some E are F.

Conclusions:
I. All E being D is a Possibility.
II. All D being F is a Possibility.

20) Statements:
Only a few movies are Cinema.
Some Cinema are Parts.
All Parts are Life.
No Movies are Life.

Conclusions:
I. Some Life being Cinema is a Possibility.
II. Some parts are Movie is a Possibility.

21) Statements:
Only a few Engineers are Doctors.
Some Engineers are Nurses.
Some Doctors are Chemists.
No Nurses are Chemists.

Conclusions:
I. Some Nurses are not Doctors.
II. Some Chemists are not Engineers.

22) Statements:
Only Palaces are Building.
Some Palaces are Houses.
Some Houses are Owners.

Conclusions:
I. Some Owners can never be Building.
II. Some Houses can be Building.

23) Statements:
Only a few Fast track are Sonata.
Some Sonata are Puma.
All Puma are Watches.

Conclusions:
I. Some Puma can never be Fast track.
II. Some Watches can never be Fast track.

24) Statements:
Only a few King are Queen.
All Jack are King.
No Queen is Joker.
Some Jokers are Cards.

Conclusions:
I. All Jack are Queen is a possibility.
II. All King can be Cards.

25) Statements:
Only a few Spades are Clever.
Some Spades are Hearts.

Conclusions:
I. No Diamond is Clever.
II. Some Diamonds are Clever.

26) Statements:
Only a few Boys are Girls.
Some Boys are Men.
Some Girls are Women.
Some Men are Adult.

Conclusions:
I. Few Girls are Men.
II. Some Men is not Women.

27) Statements:
Only a few Cherry are Tom.
No Cherry is Cat.
Some Rat is Cat.

**Conclusions:**
I. Some Rat can be Cherry.
II. Some Cat can never be Tom.

**28) Statements:**
Only a few Windows are Doors.
All Windows are Walls.
Some Walls are Glass.

**Conclusions:**
I. All Door can be Wall.
II. Some Glass can never be Door.

**29) Statements:**
All A are B.
Some B are C.
No C is D.
No A is D.

**Conclusions:**
I. At least Some C are A
II. All B are definitely not D.

**30) Statements:**
Only a few Numbers are Digits.
Only a few Digits are Symbols.
Some Symbols are Alphabets.
No Alphabet is Series.

**Conclusions:**
I. All Digits Can be Series.
II. All Alphabets Can be Digits.

**31) Statements:**
All Rat are Cat.
Some Rat are Dog.
No Dog is Cow.

**Conclusions:**
I. Some rat are not cow.
II. Some Cat being cow is a possibility.

**32) Statements:**
Some School are College.
No college is University.
All University are Students.

**Conclusions:**
I. No school are University.
II. All colleges are Students

**33) Statements:**
All tree are Leaf.
All Leaf are Plant.
Some Leaf are green.
Some plant are Wood.

**Conclusions:**
Some Wood can never be Tree.
Some Green are Tree is a possibility.

**34) Statements:**
Some Titan are Sonata.
No Sonata is Puma.
Some Puma are Reebok.
All Reebok are Fast track.

**Conclusions:**
I. All Titan can never be Puma.
II. Some Sonata are not Fast track.

**35) Statements:**
All Tiger are Elephant.
Some Elephant are Lion.
No Lion is Wolf.
All Wolf are Monkey.
No Elephant are Monkey.

**Conclusions:**
I. Some Wolf are not definitely Tigers.
II. Some Monkey can be Lion.

**36) Statements:**
Some March are April.
All March are June.
All April are May.
Some June are July.
No July is August.
Conclusions:
I. Some July Can never be April.
II. Some August can never be March.

37) Statements:
Some Yamaha are Suzuki.
All Suzuki are Motorola.
No Motorola are Eon.
Some Yamaha are Datsun.

Conclusions:
I. All Suzuki being Eon is a possibility.
II. All Yamaha Can never be Eon.

38) Statements:
All Pink are Red.
Some red are Yellow.
No Yellow is Orange.

Conclusions:
I. All Red can never be Orange.
II. Some Pink can never be Orange.

39) Statements:
Some Fan are Ac.
All Ac are Light.
Some Light are Color.
No Ac is Color.

Conclusions:
I. Some Color can never be Fan.
II. All Fan are Light.

40) Statements:
Some Elephant are Rat.
All Elephant are Tiger.
Some Rat are Cat.
No Tiger is Cat.

Conclusions:
I. Some Cat can be Elephant.
II. Some Rat are definitely not Tiger.

41) Statements:
No Flat is Apartment.
No Apartment is House.
Some House are Room.

Conclusions:
I. Some House can be Flat.
II. All Apartments are Not Room.

42) Statements:
Some Sun are Gun.
Some Gun are Fun.
No Fun is Run.

Conclusions:
I. All Fun are definitely not Sun.
II. All Gun Can be Run.

43) Statements:
All Rock are Knock.
All Knock are Lock.
Some Lock are Door.
No Door is Rock.

Conclusions:
I. Some Door can be Knock.
II. All Rock are Lock.

44) Statements:
All Lay are Day.
Some Lay are Way.
Some Way are Say.
No Day are Say.

Conclusions:
I. All Way can never be Lay.
II. All Day are Way.

45) Statements:
All Sky are Fly.
No Fly is Bird.
Some Birds are Rock.

Conclusions:
I. Some Rock is not Fly.
II. All Rock are Fly.
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46) Statements:
All Rat are Mouse.
No Mouse is cat.
Some Cat are Mat.
All Mat are Hat.

Conclusions:
I. All Mouse are Hat is a Possibility.
II. All Cat Can be Hat.

47) Statements:
Some Egg are Milk.
All Milk are Bread.
Some Egg are Toast.
No toast is Bread.

Conclusions:
I. Some Toast can never be Milk.
II. All Egg Can never be Bread.

48) Statements:
All Jio are Idea.
Some Idea are Vodafone.
No Vodafone is Airtel.
No Idea is Airtel.

Conclusions:
I. All Jio can never be Airtel.
II. Some Vodafone can be Jio.

49) Statements:
Some Cricket are Football.
Some Football are Badminton.
Some Badminton are Baseball.
All Baseball are Tennis.

Conclusions:
I. Some Tennis can never be Football.
II. Some Tennis are not Cricket.

50) Statements:
All Maths are English.
Some Maths are Science.

No Science is Tamil.

Conclusions:
I. All English are not Tamil.
II. All Maths can never be Tamil.

Answers:
1) Answer: E

2) Answer: A

3) Answer: B
4) Answer: B

5) Answer: C

6) Answer: A

7) Answer: B

8) Answer: E

9) Answer: D
10) Answer: E

11) Answer: E

12) Answer: E

13) Answer: D

14) Answer: B

15) Answer: A

16) Answer: D
17) Answer: A

18) Answer: A

19) Answer: E

20) Answer: A

21) Answer: D

22) Answer: D
23) Answer: D

24) Answer: E

25) Answer: C

26) Answer: D

27) Answer: A

28) Answer: A

29) Answer: B
30) Answer: E

31) Answer: E

32) Answer: D

33) Answer: B

34) Answer: A

35) Answer: E
36) Answer: D

37) Answer: B

38) Answer: A

39) Answer: D

40) Answer: B

41) Answer: A
42) Answer: D

43) Answer: E

44) Answer: A

45) Answer: A

46) Answer: E

47) Answer: E

48) Answer: E
49) Answer: D

50) Answer: B